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PART – A  

 

Unit 01 

Real Analysis –I: Elements of point set topology in Euclidean space; open and closed sets, accumulation points, closure and 

interior of a set, Bolozano - Weirstrass theorem, Cantor intersection theorem, Heine Borel theorem, compactness; Functions 

of bounded variation  

Unit 02 

Real Analysis –II: Riemann integral  and its basic properties; fundamental theorem of calculus; Improper Riemann integrals; 

Sequences and series of functions - point-wise and uniform convergence, connection of uniform convergence with 

differentiation; integration and continuity; Weirstrass theorem; Lebesgue measure; Lebesgue measureable sets and functions; 

𝐿𝑝 −spaces.     

Unit 03 
Real Analysis -III: Derivative of vector functions and its basic properties; partial and directional derivatives; equality of 

mixed partial derivatives;  Jacobian  matrix; inverse and implicit function theorems; Absolute and local maximum/ minimum; 

Lagrange multiplier; Iterated and multiple integrals and their equality.  

 Unit 04 

Metric spaces: Point set topology; Convergent and Cauchy sequences; Complete metric spaces; Continuity of a function and its 

various equivalent conditions; Baire’s Category theorem; Continuity on compact sets; connectedness; Uniform continuity; Banach 

fixed point theorem and its applications.    

 

 



Unit 05 

Complex Analysis - I:,   Complex numbers, Cauchy-Riemann equations, Analytic and Harmonic Functions, Complex Integration, 

Cauchy-Goursat theorem, Fundamental theorems of Integration, the Theorems of Morera and Liouville, Taylor and Laurent 

Series, singularities, zeros and poles, Residues, Rouché's Theorem.   

Unit 06 

Complex analysis – II: Hadamard  three  circle  theorem; Schwarz’s  Lemma;  direct analytic continuation; Poisson integral formulae; 

infinite sums and product of meromorphic functions; factorization of entire functions, the gamma functions, zeta functions, 

open mapping and Herwitz theorem; Univalent functions; normal families, the Riemann mapping theorem; Jenson’s formula.  
   

  Unit 07 

Functional Analysis: Normed spaces, Riesz lemma; BLO; B(X, Y); dual spaces; Hahn Banach extension theorem and and its 

consequences; Hilbert spaces; Projection theorem; total orthonormal sets; separability and orthonormal sets; Riesz theorem; 

Self adjoint, unitary and normal operators; Reflexive spaces; uniform boundedness theorem; Strong and weak convergence; 

Open mapping and closed graph theorems.  

  Unit 08 

Differential equations: Basic theorems; Concept of Wronskian; Method of reduction of order, undetermined coefficients and 

variation of parameters; Power series and method of Frobenius; Linear systems of differential equations; Sturm- 

Liouvilleboundary value problems; PDEs of first order - Charpit’s Method; Classification of second order PDEs; Dirichlet and  

Nuema  Neumann  problems; Heat & Wave equations 

   Unit 09 

Harmonic Analysis: Fourier series(FS) and its convergence; trigonometric series and Fourier series; Term wise differentiation 

and integration of FS, Fourier transform(FT) of 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 functions; inversion formula; Parseval’s identities; Shannon sampling 

theorem; Applications of FT to ODEs and integral equations; Discrete and Fast FTs; Disadvantages of Fourier transform; 

Laplace  transform and its applications. 

    Unit 10 

Wavelets: MRA, dilation equation, Mother wavelet, Haar wavelets, filters, filter equality, scaling identity, Scaling 

function and its properties; non sufficiency of trigonometric polynomials to generate wavelets, Shannon wavelets; Riesz 

basis; Frames- tight and exact; Frame operator; Continuous Wavelet Transform with properties; Windowed Fourier 

transform, Discrete wavelet transform.   

    
 
 



Unit 11 
Spectral Theory of Operators: Spectrum of a bounded linear operator and its fundamental properties, spectral mapping 

theorem, compact linear operators and their basic properties, properties of spectrum of a compact linear operator; Spectral 

properties of self adjoint bounded linear operators.  

Unit 12 
Spaces of Analytic Functions: Poisson integrals; approach regions; maximal functions; non-tangential limits; Arzela–Ascoli theorem; 

Sub-harmonic functions, Hardy space Hp(U) as a Banach space, Blaschke product and its properties, Navanlinna space N, theorem 

of F and M Riesz, inner and outer functions factorization. 

    Unit 13 

Abstract Algebra: Groups; subgroups; normal subgroups; Lagrange’s theorem, Class equation and its applications; Cauchy’s theorem; 

Syllow’s theorem; and its applications; Rings; integral domains, fields; ideals; Euclidean ring; Principle ideal ring; prime 

elements; Gaussian integers; ring of polynomials;    Gauss lemma; Einstein’s criteria; UFD; Fundamental theorem on finite 

abelien groups.  

      Unit 14 

Linear Algebra: Vector space; independent sets; Linear transformation  and its matrix; similar matrices; Eigen values and 

eigen vectors; Diagonalizable linear mapping/matrix; Cayley-Hamilton theorem; minimum polynomial of a matrix and its 

properties; invariant subspaces; primary decomposition theorem; Jordan  decomposition  theorem;  Jordan  Block  matrix;  

Jordan form; Jordan basis; bilinear and quadratic forms; Sylvester’s theorem  

 

 

PART - B 

Unit 15 

Scientific Research -I: Meaning, objectives and significance of scientific research; Types of research approaches; 

Quantitative research methods; Research problems; Research design, its necessity and types; Ethics in research; Literature 

survey for research work; Formulation of research title.   

Unit 16 

Scientific Research -II Significance of report writing; Structure and components of research report; research papers; 

thesis, Research Project reports; Precautions for writing research reports; Pictures and Graphs, Citation Styles, Oral 

presentation. 

 



Unit 17 

Probability -I: Sample space; event; Probability and conditional probability of an event; Independent events; Baye’s theorem; 

Random variable (discrete and continuous); Expectation, variance, standard deviation and moments of a random variable; 

Bernoulli trials;   

Unit 18 

Probability -II: Various distributions – geometric, Pascal, hyper geometric, Poission, exponential, uniform and normal; Co-

variance and correlation coefficients.  

Unit 19 

Numerical Methods for non-linear equations: Binary and machine  numbers; errors and their propagation; method of fixed 

point iteration; Bisection method of Bolzano; method of false position; Slope method; Secant method; Aitken’s process; Muller method; 

Siedel and Newton’s method; Interpolation; polynomial approximations; Curve fitting.   

Unit 20 

Numerical Methods for differentiation and integration- I: Central differentiation formulas; error analysis and step size; 

Richardson extrapolation; differentiation of Lagrange’s and Newton polynomials;   

Unit 21 

Numerical Methods for differentiation and integration - II: Newton-Cotes quadrature formulae; Composite Trapezoidal and 

Simpson’s rules and their error analysis; Boole rules; Romberg Integration; adoptive curvature; Gauss - Legender integration.  

Unit 22 

Numerical methods for linear systems: Gauss elimination method; LU factorization method; Jacobi iteration method; Gauss 

Seidel iteration method; condition number of a matrix; eigen values and eigenvectors and various numerical methods for 

finding them - power method, Jacobi’s method; Householder’s method; QR method etc.  

Unit 23 

Numerical methods for differential equations: Taylor’s series methods; Runge - Kutta methods; Milne-Simpson method; 

Hamming method; Shooting method; finite difference methods; collocation method; difference schemes; Schmidt  formula; 

Crank – Niclson formula; DuFort-Frankle  scheme; Mitchell-Fair  weather  formula; ADI methods; Finite element methods 

–  Ritz method, least square method and Galkalins method.   

Unit 24 

Computer fundamentals - I: Block diagram of computer; memory and its  types; DOS and its commands; Customize desktop; 

Folders; Word pad; Creating and formatting MS-word documents and tables; Math equations; MS-Excel; Worksheets; Chart 

creations.  



Unit 25 
Computer Fundamentals –II: History of C language; Structure of C program; variables, constants, keywords, operators and 

data types in C; decision making statements; Loops in C; arrays; function - element of user - defined  function; functions 

call by value & by reference; recursive functions; Structure and pointer - pointer arithmetic.  

Unit 26 

Computer fundamentals – III: Exposure to LaTeX, Installation, MikTeX, TeXnic Center, Creating reports and articles, 

Text environment, Math environment, Figures, Tables, BibTeX - reference manager, Camera Ready Preparation; 

Introduction to MatLab with its basic commands.  

Unit 27 
Technical Communication: Scope and importance of communication, techniques to improve communication, presentation skills - 

effective use  of  presentation software and overhead, Parts of speech, words frequently misspelt, formation of words, 

tenses, one word substitutions; use of preposition, narration, change  of voices, punctuations.  

 

MODEL PROBLEMS 

Note: In each of the following items four choices are given. Choose the correct most. 

 

Q.no.01: Which of the following real functions is not Lebesgue measurable function on [𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟓]?     

a) 𝒇(𝒙) = 𝒆𝒙            b) 𝒇(𝒙) = 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒙) 

c) 𝒇(𝒙) = −𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 ≤ 𝟎 & 𝒇(𝒙) = +𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 > 𝟎         d) None of the above 

Q. No. 02: Which of the following sets is compact in the normed space 𝑽 = 𝐂[𝒂, 𝒃]?   

a) {𝒇: 𝒇 ∈ 𝐕 & ‖𝒇‖ ≤ 𝟏}          b) A closed and bounded set in 𝐕   

c) {𝒇: 𝒇 ∈ 𝐕 & ‖𝒇‖ = 𝟏}          d) None of the above 

Q. No. 03: Let 〈. , . 〉 be an inner product on a vector space 𝐕(ℂ). Let 𝒙, 𝒚 ∈ 𝐕. Let 𝒂 = ‖𝒙 + 𝒚‖𝟐, 𝒃 = ‖𝒙 − 𝒚‖𝟐, 𝒄 = ‖𝒙 + 𝒊𝒚‖𝟐 and 𝒅 =

‖𝒙 − 𝒊𝒚‖𝟐. Then  𝟒〈𝒙, 𝒚〉 is equal to   

a) 𝒂 + 𝒃 + 𝒊𝒄 + 𝒊𝒅            b) 𝒂 − 𝒃  

c) 𝒂 + 𝒃             d) 𝒂 − 𝒃 + 𝒊𝒄 − 𝒊𝒅 
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